
Universal 
Interfaces
Quick and intuitive WebTMA 
integration for your enterprise 
applications with a suite of 
innovative and reliable tools
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Universal interfaces 
that can suit a wide 
range of industries and 
enterprise applications 
are the cornerstone of a 
successful integration and 
management strategy.

When integrating new frameworks 
with existing enterprise hardware, 
accessibility can often be a challenge. 
The complex operating formats of 
several applications can be daunting to 
face for end-users who are overwhelmed 
by the sheer multitude of processes.

Eliminating this complexity requires 
the use of intuitive & simplified user 
interfaces that can convey easily 
digestible core data, while also 
ensuring that end-users can manage 
their applications with ease.

TMA Systems’ Universal Interfaces allow enterprises to integrate 
WebTMA with a variety of enterprise applications including: The Universal Interfaces suite consists of 

a variety of modules that bring complex 
technologies together to maximize 
compatibility, interoperability, and enterprise-
wide information management. They are 
designed to improve efficiency by eliminating 
manual and duplicate data entry, increase 
data accuracy through the electronic 
transmission of data, and simplify your overall 
integration efforts by providing standard 
connection points for your enterprise data.
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The
Interfaces

The
Benefits

Universal Interfaces

Universal Financial Interface

Integrate your entire enterprise accounting system
into WebTMA with ease.

Universal Interface for HR

Bring your HR data in line with WebTMA through
this interface solution.

Building Automation System

Import alarm, alert data, and runtime to
automatically create corresponding work requests
within WebTMA, update equipment meters, and
automate PM generation.

Universal Procurement Interface

Streamline your procurement processes with
WebTMA’s through this intuitive integration tool.

Universal Interface for Fuel & Oil

Keep fuel and oil costs accessible with this
specialized WebTMA interface.

Universal Interface for Space Management

Manage your facilities efficiently with WebTMA’s
space management interface.integration tool.

Universal Interface for Other Charges

Track, analyze, and manage all your other charges
on WebTMA with this practical interface.
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Discover how WebTMA can
transform your organization. 

Email us at envelope
sales@procal.asia

Or visit globe https://
procalsystems.com

Input fuel and oil costs to easily monitor,
analyze, and budget fuel and energy
consumption and associated costs

Improve efficiency and increase accuracy
of your accounting processes

Accelerate workflows with user-
defined templates and configurations 
for your various enterprise systems

Eliminate manual and duplicate data entries

Simplify your overall enterprise integration
efforts with pre-built, user-configurable designs

Easily track personnel data, time
and labor, and leave accrual

Capture the “total” cost of your enterprise’s
work orders from external sources and
have them easily accessible on WebTMA


